
 

 
 
Data Concept Technology (or DCT) offers technical/commercial documentation services 
to different companies and industry sectors. Our services are extensive and we help 
companies to write/illustrate technical/commercial documentation and content. 

As an organization, we have expertise and know-how in the following areas:  
- Documentation processes (audits, analyses)  
- Consultancy in documentation projects  
- Documentation tools  
- Content creation  
- Content management  
- Training 

We serve our customers from our office in Gentbrugge (Belgium) and are part of the 
larger Dutch WCS group. To expand our business activities, we are looking for a 

technical writer. 
 
Your Challenge: 
As a Technical Writer your main focus will be writing clear and user-friendly 
documentation for different companies in different areas of expertise.  
You will work in close collaboration with different stakeholders and subject matter 
experts.  
You understand your target audience and their documentation needs, and you are 
capable of thoroughly eliciting technical information through interviews with different 
business profiles.  
You are able to understand and gather highly technical information and explain difficult 
concepts in a way that is easy to understand and commercially attractive. Since we are 
an international company, all documentation material is written in English or Dutch.  
Together with your colleagues you will continuously look to improve the knowledge 
dissemination in the company.  
You will also cooperate closely with translation and localization specialists to facilitate 
translations of the technical/commercial documentation. 

 
Your Profile: 
You have a bachelor or master's degree, or similar by experience.  
We expect you to have experience in writing technical/commercial documentation.  
A strong affinity with technical issues is required.  
You are analytical and you work very accurately and independently.  
You have excellent communication skills with a good team spirit.  
You have an excellent command of English and Dutch (written and spoken), French is a 



plus.  
You have a sound knowledge of the common software packages and are willing to learn 
new technical writing methodologies and software.  
You have a hands-on mentality. 

 
Our offer: 
You will be able to develop your professional and personal skills by learning on the job.  
You will receive a training programme and a good remuneration package.  
You are part of a dynamic environment. 

 
Interested? 
If you are interested, please contact Kris Vanderrusten, Consultant Technical 
Documentation & Multilingual Communication on +32 9 265 00 44 or via 
k.vanderrusten@dctechnology.be. 

For more information, please visit us at www.dctechnology.be 
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